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About Us
International
Centre
is
a
platform
comprising exposure, skill enhancement
and
personality
development
for
international purposes.
IC brings students together with various approches
towards world. “Riding the Global Waves".It
helps in quenching thirst for Global Knowledge.
International Centre is the first society of Sri
Guru Gobind Singh College of Commerce,
Delhi University to work at the international
level. International Centre organizes various
seminars and events addressing international
studies, culture exposure and experiences.
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Nottingham
University

The International centre of Sri Guru Gobind Singh College of
Commerce provides its students international exposure and
opportunities of student exchange programmes, summer. The kick
starter event of International Centre of the college showcased an
interactive and informative session on studying options in the
University of Nottingham. The event was graced by principal Dr J.B
Singh , Dr Sangeeta Dodrajka , Dr Naveen Dua along with several
other teachers. Also it witnessed the presence of more than 70
students of the college.
Jeremy Burgess, Associate directorInternational recruitment &marketing. Faculty of International office,
along with Dr. Robert Webb co-director of MBA & MSc programme in
Nottingham University exposed the students to study, cultural, work
and demographic environment of Nottingham. The students raised
several
questions
about
scholarships,
co-curricular
and
accommodation environment to the faculty of Nottingham and all their
queries were solved immediately by the faculty members.
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British Council
Education fair held at British Council was an opportunity provided by
International Centre of Sri Guru Gobind Singh College of Commerce.
An open call was made in college to get registered for the event, response of
which was pretty good. Many non society students enrolled themselves for the
fair.
The Exhibition covered various topics:









Visas and Immigration
SBI loan
Scholarships
IELTS
Accommodation

The incentives provided to the attendants of the fair were:
A full year membership of British Council Library.
Individual student discounts on digital membership of British Council Library
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The Chopras
The Chopras Institute of Education assists those who are looking
for a qualification in India that can be used as a stepping-stone or as
a pathway to further study overseas as well as those looking to
develop their skill set to enhance their career opportunities in today's
competitive global market. An event was conducted at the beggars
point in the college premises in which the counsellors provided the
students the guidance and cleared their every possible query. They
gave complete description about the courses offered , expenditure ,
package and eligibility criteria for different countries like UK , USA ,
Canada , Paris and Australia. There were numerous students who
wanted to study abroad but they did not had he knowledge about
the various things which was enhanced as proper counselling and
mentoring was done by the experienced counsellors. The event
proved to be very fruitful for the students.
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Meet the Team
Core
Ojasvini Grover
Garima Kumar
Hardik Kathuria
Gurkirat Singh

Members
Aasis Gandhi
Sukhampreet
Gurneet Kaur
Naman Taneja
Ishan Satija
Kartikey
Pratiksha
Shubhi Jain
Ojaswi Jain
Tashneet Kaur
Shubham Jain
Bhumika Gupta
Sukham Kohli
Alisha Bhardwaj
Vanshika Jain
Jasleen kaur
Shreya Sharma
Gursimran Singh
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“
“Some lessons take years to learn, with repeated
exposure to the same path sometimes shadowed by the
inner conscience of own souls. But eventually we learn,
and our journey continues in another direction.”

Matthew Underwood
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Proposed
activities for
The journey of
International Centre
2017-2018
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EduNash

The International Leap
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EduNash

is

an event conducted by the

efforts of team of international cell to spread awareness of
power to go International in various fields which is better
called international leap. Many renowned guest speaker
are invited who would narrate their experience of
respected career to inspire the students. Topics like career
development, skill enhancement, international fashion,
international education, holistic development would be
covered to attract the youth towards being globalised.
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Rendezvous

The treasure Hunt
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“Let the game be ventured!”
Rendezvous is all a new experience of
treasure hunt. It is not just about
locating things but adding an all new
international hints to it. The team will
be divided in groups of maximum five
people hunting for the clues relating to
various Countries, Cuisine, Culture,
Education.
This would not only create interest but will
also add on to the international
treasury of the students.
Hunting the world!
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Thanks!

You can find us at
o
https://www.facebook.com/InternationalCentr
eSggscc/
o
Internationalcell.sggscc@gmail.com
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